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JAPAN 
 
Daily 1-year Nikkei chart:  
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The 200-day moving average (MA) (purple curve) has defined the Nikkei price 
movements well, both in supporting, as well as resisting that index’s movements.  
 
As a 1-year chart better illustrates (not shown), the Nikkei has turned down and 
is in line with the previously contemplated 21-year low for yearend, when 
Western window dressing commonly helps put in an extreme.  
 
With the Nikkei having been the global underperformer in 2010, the hedge fund 
and other managers will surely maintain their investment stance of liquidation.  
 
But, as so often forewarned, it is such robotic activity that creates the best prices 
for the pursuant year’s opportunities. 
 
The stochastic diverged before turning lower and is presently oversold, but 
without divergences which, taken together is consistent with a bounce from the 
upper-8000’s, before a final yearend low which is unconfirmed by new 
momentum indicator lows. 
 
KOREA 
 
Daily 3-year Kospi-200 chart: 
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The Korean stock index (Kospi-200) has also turned down from a stochastic 
divergence, critical long term resistance, and after completing and extending 
already completed wave counts.  
 
The Kospi-200 has been further supported by China’s superior intermediate term 
performance, as well as the strength of the Dow Jones, of course. 
 
It has been a while since I have repeated the mantra of these pages that, “There 
is a massive transition of wealth and power underway from West to East.”  
 
Still, all will crumble along with New York in 2010, after having afforded 
everyone a post-2008 debacle respite.  
 
The following excerpt summarizes the shorter term expectations. 
 
October 3, 2010: 
“My technical comment on the chart immediately above is that any 
decline from here leaves a negative divergence in place, with the first 
support level to speak of being 230 on the Kospi-200. The pursuant 
visible support area is around the 200-day moving average at 220.” 
 
 
SHANGHAI 
 
In breaking out over its 200-day MA, October‘s 500-point run-up in the Shanghai 
index was a short squeeze that took the index up to critical longer term 
resistance levels.  
 
The index had fallen sharply from the previously forecasted resistance area in 
the 3500 area, before this turnaround and, when coupled with the Dow’s last 
countertrend hurrah taking place, such activity has buoyed the economically 
favoured Asian indices, insofar as growth and growth rate prospects are 
concerned. 
 
Daily 1-year Shanghai chart: 
 
(Please scroll to next page.) 
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DOW JONES 
 
Against a backdrop of completed wave counts for this post-2008 countertrend 
move, the Dow has turned down from critical long term resistance, spurred by a 
negative triple-divergence in the stochastic momentum indicator. 
 
Given the break above its 200-day MA, and given further the rate of decline of 
the stochastic, a scenario is evolving in which it is easy to imagine a pullback to 
10,800 or so, before the “yearend rally”, which produces the broader and more 
critical divergences that will have nicely set up 2010’s Dow debacle.   
 
With the stochastic rolling over at that point, it would be quite typical for the 
Dow to peak during the first two weeks of January, whether that peak is a new 
high or not. 
 
However, one is wise to remember that “typical” is not what occurs during this 
epoch of ours. So, en guard we shall remain. I reproduce the SKGS excerpts 
below to provide the best overview possible for technical context.  
 
As for the fundamentals about which I have written very little over the past 
several months, it remains the same song, regarding all of the negative 
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fundamentals that have been described concerning this wretched phase of the 
Kondratieff Long Wave Cycle. 
 
2008 completed the first debacle, while the “1931 rally” is completing before our 
eyes. And 2010 will make the eyes doubt what they see.  
 
Daily 3-year Dow chart: 
 

 
 
September 5, 2010: 
“In considering the very worst-case scenario for bears, the limit would 
be Dow 11,000, at which the market would become a 200% short! 
 
“Well, since then SKGS went 200% short, because the foolishness was 
killing me.”  
 
“Yes, the insanity has returned…at the double-top, traditional abode 
for new highs in bullishness. Fooled them once, shame on Wall Street 
and Washington. Fool them twice, they’re just stupid. Negative daily 
stochastic divergence below” 
 
October 3, 2010: 
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“A 2-month decline has been followed by a 3-month rally, which is 
typical in bear markets, as are more up-days than down ones. In this 
case, waves-c and a are equal; the countertrend Wave-2 rally’s wave-a 
began around 9700, and wave-c from 10,000, to this technically 
divergent peak just under 11,000.” 
 
 
VIX 
 
The 1-year and 3-year shoulder-head-shoulder patterns are major warning 
signals, particularly as they are coupled with very dangerous multiple wedges 
which have been taken into those wedges’ corners, much as a rat curls and hides 
before breaking out of his confinement. 
 
The wedges date back 3-years as well as 1-year. Moreover, while the chart here 
is not annotated, the lines that define these patterns connect with symmetrical 
and trend-channel clarity. 
 
I strongly encourage reviewing the excerpts below, as, in conjunction with these 
comments they sum up where the VIX stands today. 
 
Daily 3-year VIX chart:  
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September 5, 2010 
“When the June and August lows are connected, there appears to be a 
pennant from which volatility could break out; the downtrend line of 
the pennant derives from the May, July and August tops. 
 
“Short term market bulls can take heart in the fact that there is a 
bearish divergence in the 1-year daily stochastic. The first paragraph 
references a pennant; it has not yet busted through to the upside.”     
 
October 3, 2010: 
“As well, the VIX chart is “bowling,” (turning upward), while smoothly 
slithering under the 200-day moving average. The VIX will rocket 
through the 200-day MA and leave the public trapped. The upshot is 
that premiums of all stripes are going to be somewhat more expensive 
and elusive. 
 
“Just recall 2007 – 2008, and my oft-reiterated view that Dow 11,200 
represented the approximate price level at which the public was in the 
market.  
 
“The upshot there was that 11,200 would represent support, before 
later becoming serious overhead resistance.”  
 
  
PRECIOUS METALS 
 
October 3, 2010: 
“Gold is in a very strong upward pattern that is consistent with an 
acceleration, within in a greater 5th wave, en route to $3500. For this 
reason I have maintained that one must hold 50% of all liquid wealth 
in gold (since gold $500 25%-50% since $285).” 
 
“So strong is gold’s uptrend that $1200 is support. Imagine, investors 
who don’t own gold have to hope for gold $1200. SKGS been in since 
$285, and I still don’t see any froth in the market. Far from it. But… 
 
“As with rumblings pre-volcano, there is more fearful preparedness to 
give up the ghost on deeper corrections and panic into the market. It is 
important to remember that, during a wave-3 advance, most of the 
people are right (until it ends with excessive ebullience). 
 
“So, the incredible strength of yet another upward correction, which is 
even stronger than past ones, represents the rumblings of the panic 
that ignites the accelerations that follow in any Wave-3.” 
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My forecast of GOLD 1500 this year is being actualized, though the wave-c 
pullback never came, to the chagrin of any reader/investor who does not yet 
own gold and was therefore looking for a short term correction.  
 
The parallel trend-channel above is plain, by simply connecting the peaks and 
troughs of gold’s price action (not annotated here). 
 
In the past, I have mentioned that gold corrections tend to not exceed $150. 
Therefore, when coupled with the trend channel’s implied supported level, 
support is now raised to $1,250.    
 
Daily 3-year gold chart: 
  

 
 
 
SILVER 
 
Silver’s 35% breakout advance of the past month from its triangle has created 
clear support in the $20 area, should the Dow get truly blasted. 
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$20 represents the neckline resistance, while the 200-day MA further 
corroborates that analysis.  A final kicker is the trend-channel support at that 
level, by simply connecting the metal’s lows. 
 
But, for now, yearend window dressing will continue to favour the precious 
metals, as managers need to show a greater sense of caution, despite the newly-
found equity market bullishness. 
 
Easterners and sovereigns will not let up in their holy campaigns to represent the 
aforementioned transfer of wealth and power from West to East.  
 
And owning the gold will have been a fine representation of that reality. 
 
Daily 3-year silver chart: 
 

 
 
October 3, 2010: 
“Silver’s supports have been raised, with the breakout to multi-decade 
highs. 
 
“Likewise, the Philly Gold and Silver Index (XAU) has been dragged by 
the metals to higher levels than what I had expected it would fall from, 
to complete its own wave-c correction.  
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“Therefore, my contemplated support levels are higher, though I still 
expect it to be made during the Dow debacle. Note please that I write 
‘“during.”  
 
 
XAU 
 
“Despite the metals’ strength and the fact that the XAU mirrors silver, 
this index has been pressured by a lesser preference for stocks.”  
 
In terms of form, the XAU has indeed mirrored silver, though merely to a lesser 
degree. Due to its relation to other equities, here, a wave-c is still anticipated. 
However, the point is moot. 
 
I recommended going 33% long one’s favoured precious metals stocks, when I 
had a bad smell that my shorter term views may be off.  
 
Simply, the supports are higher, and a sharp and broad equity decline in 2010 
will be used to go fully long, regardless the level from which the XAU will have 
finally put in its final pause-low.  
 
An all-out wave-3 explosion of the sort not ever seen before in the precious 
metals stocks is strongly anticipated by SKGS. 
 
The wedge breakouts, the 200-day MA and trend-channel supports in this index 
are also quite easy to read…and we’ll be lying in wait. 
 
The wait is worthwhile as the ideal intra and inter-asset class spread (long/short) 
entry points have in fact yet to be achieved!  
 
Daily 3-year XAU chart: 
 
(Please scroll to next page.) 
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DOLLAR/YEN 
 
Contrary to the following page’s excerpts, the Dollar’s drubbing versus the Yen 
has continued for now.  
 
However, I sincerely doubt that I will have been off time-wise in calling a major 
turn in the Yen, to the extent that I had been at the Yen’s lows (please see 
excerpts on the next page). 
 
Daily 3-year Yen chart:  
 
(Please scroll to next page.) 
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August 1, 2010: 
“Thereafter and further coupled with the comments in the JAPAN 
section, as forewarned, please note that I hereby officially recommend 
taking massive profits (presently under 82) in what I had called the 
“best fiat currency in the world for capital appreciation.” 
 
“Based on 116.50 and 81.61 Dollar/Yen (presently 81.61), the gain 
equals 30%!” 
 
October 3, 2010: 
“As evidenced by the 1-year daily Yen chart immediately above, the 
Yen then dropped sharply, from 83 to 86 Yen/Dollar! This quarter is 
about trend changes, so bottoms could proximate re-tests that don’t 
mean anything. Except for sentiment. 
 
“Like every year, the trends of the pursuant year are being planted in 
the 4th quarter…”  
 
 
US DOLLAR INDEX  
 
Daily 3-year US Dollar index chart: 
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While the lows on the chart above connect perfectly, I suspect that the Dollar 
Index will test the neckline support at 75, regardless the Yen’s action. 
Thereafter, I see 95 over the next two years, as a very reasonable estimate.  
 
This will cause valuation incongruence in different markets and asset classes, as 
currency prices will again (still) reflect political manipulations and acts of financial 
aggression, as opposed to true economy and finance-driven currency levels. 
 
CONCLUSION 
 
Markets of all types are preparing for pullbacks which precede possible yearend 
rallies. The great fooler, of course, is that there would be no such ensuing rally.  
 
After all, nothing is typical in this cycle. Still, that is what I would expect. So… 
 
October 3, 2010: 
“The SAFEST way to play these markets is via long/short plays, where 
risk is defined and, preferably, where there is an attendant leverage so 
as to strategically allow for equity investment at a fraction of ordinary 
levels.” 
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ASSET ALLOCATION 
 
The SKGS asset allocation model remains unchanged, though the USD will very 
soon be re-allocated elsewhere, among the SKGS-eligible currencies: 
 
50% gold, with 25% Swiss Franc, and 25% US Dollar. 
 
October 3, 2010: 
“When it comes to asset allocation, this is just the way one likes it. The 
concern is one’s basic wealth, which one seeks to manage 
conservatively within a framework of lesser volatility and consistent 
growth.  
 
“The latter is aided by having the best currency denominations for the 
sundry investments in one’s portfolio.”   
  
 
 
Sid Klein 
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